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Our French Doors are a beautiful alternative to sliding patio doors, and are ideal for traditionally designed homes,
bringing a touch of elegance and style. They have the advantage of allowing the full width of the door space to be
opened and are available in both high gloss white and woodgrain foils. They are also strong, with multi-point locking and
shootbolt security.
Hinges

Handles

Designed for ease of use
and a draft-free fit
Stainless steel stabilising
pins for enhanced security
Available in a range
of solid colours to coordinate with your door.
Made from high quality,
rust free, stainless
steel for longer life
performance.

Two styles – modern
(shown) or classic
scrolled
Lever/ Lever and Lever/
Pad combinations
available
Aluminium and zinc
construction
Choice of white, black,
gold and chrome finishes,
and 10 solid colours
Balanced handles.

Locks

Additional Features
High Gloss white PVC-u finish or
choice of woodgrain finishes
Chamfered or Sculptured
glazing beads.

2 hook, 2 roller system
Bi directional hooks with
anti-jemmy feature
Brass forged to provide
superior performance &
weather sealing

Raising the door handle
O
by 90 activates the multipoint locking system by
expanding the roller bolts
into their keeps, engaging
the recessed hook bolts into
their keeps and deploying the
shoot bolts located at the top
and bottom of each door.
Closed

Opening

Choice of glass or reinforced
PVC-u infill panels.
Choice of PVC-u or aluminium
low thresholds - Part M
Wide range of energy efficient
glazing options.

Fully open

In our ongoing quest to provide the highest quality products for our customers, our designs and specifications are subject to change without notice.

